What kind of *romance* do you like to read?

**Steamy**
- The Kiss Quotient
  - Helen Hoang
- Get a Life, Chloe Brown
  - Talia Hibbert
- Boyfriend Material
  - Alexis Hall
- It Happened One Summer
  - Tessa Bailey
- The Deal
  - Elle Kennedy

**Humorous**
- The Charm Offensive
  - Alison Cochrun
- The Dating Playbook
  - Farrah Rochon
- Spoiler Alert
  - Olivia Dade
- Plot Twist
  - Bethany Turner
- The Decent Proposal
  - Kemper Donovan

**Small town**
- The City Baker's Guide to Country Living
  - Louise Miller
- The Beach House
  - Shelley Shepard Gray
- All In
  - Rochelle Alers
- Finding Home Again
  - Brenda Jackson
- No Offense
  - Meg Cabot

**Suspenseful**
- A Marvelous Light
  - Sandra Brown
- Blind Tiger
  - Jayne Ann Krentz
- Lightening in a Mirror
  - Stacey Abrams
- Deception
  - Colleen Hoover
- Verity
  - Colleen Hoover